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Motivation
• Graph Model fits nicely to• Graph Model fits nicely to

– Distributed systems
– Peer-to-peer networksp
– Social networks

• They are used for
– Marketing
– Epidemiology

Psychology– Psychology
• However

– Knowledge of the whole graph is usually distributedg g p y
– Out of privacy concern, a subject can refuse to provide his local 

knowledge of the graph
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Solution
P t l t t t th h l h i t l• Protocols to reconstruct the whole graph privately
– Hide the correspondence between the nodes and edges in the 

graph and the real-life entities and relationships that theygraph and the real life entities and relationships that they 
represent.

– Assume subjects can be malicious in order to de-anonymize the 
reconstructed graph.

– Severely restrict the ability of adversaries to compromise the 
privacy of the honest subjectsprivacy of the honest subjects.
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Pseudonyms: a simple solution
Th h ( l )• The approach (an example)
– Each student chooses a pseudonym and lets her friends know 

the pseudonym.the pseudonym.
– Friendship links can be reported to the authorities 

pseudonymously.
– The authorities construct the friendship graph on vertices 

labeled with pseudonyms.
Strip the vertices of their pseudonymous labels and publish the– Strip the vertices of their pseudonymous labels and publish the 
resulting anonymized graph.
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Pseudonyms: the limitations
Th th iti till l th l ti hi b t• The authorities can still learn the relationship between 
pseudonyms and real identities.

• A malicious student in collusion with one or more• A malicious student, in collusion with one or more 
malicious authorities, can learn which node in the 
anonymized graph corresponds to his pseudonym.anonymized graph corresponds to his pseudonym.

• He can then learn which nodes represent his friends, the 
friends of his friends, etc.,
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Model
• A set S of s bjects denoted S {S S S }• A set S of subjects, denoted S= {S1,S2,..,Sn}
• Each Si has a set Ri which contains all subjects to which Si has a 

relationship.p
• These R-sets imply a graph G=(V,E) where V={S1,…,Sn} and 

{Si,Sj} belongs to E if and only if Sj belongs to Ri.
• The graph is directed, but the protocols proposed can be trivially 

extended to undirected graphs.
• Distributed graph: assume the graph must be reconstructed fromDistributed graph: assume the graph must be reconstructed from 

partial knowledge of edges distributed among the nodes.
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Goal
T l h AG (i i d h) th t i• To learn a graph AG (i.e., anonymized graph) that is 
isomorphic to G without revealing the isomorphism that 
relates AG to Grelates AG to G.

• AG is constructed by a number of authorities, none of 
whom (below a quorum) should be able to learn thewhom (below a quorum) should be able to learn the 
isomorphism.
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Cryptographic building blocks
• Threshold ElGamal encr ption• Threshold ElGamal encryption

– The authorities hold shares of the corresponding decryption key, such that 
a quorum consisting of all parties can decrypt.

• ElGamal re-encryption
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Cryptographic building-blocks
• Re encr ption mi net ork• Re-encryption mix network
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Cryptographic building blocks
R ti i t k• Re-encryption mix network
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Cryptographic building blocks
Mi i i h t t t l• Mixing ciphertext tuples
– Input a batch of vectors

A vector consists of multiple ciphertexts as its components– A vector consists of multiple ciphertexts as its components
– Mix servers re-encrypt individually every ciphertext component
– Mix servers mix the vectors
– The order of the components (ciphertexts) within a vector is 

fixed.

• Oblivious test of plaintext equality
– E(m1) and E(m2) be two ElGamal ciphertexts
– The joint holders of the decryption key can check whether 

m1=m2 via Jakobsson and Schnorr protocol  without revealing 
any other information (e.g. what’s the actual plaintext)
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The Protocol
S t• Setup
– The authorities create a list of n ciphertexts E(1),…,E(n).

They mix the list to obtain a permuted list:– They mix the list to obtain a permuted list:
– They then append n copies of the value E(-1) to the end of the 

list to form a list L of 2n ciphertext elements.
– L is posted to a bulletin board accessible by the subjects / 

authorities.
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The Protocol
D t C ll ti S bj t S d th f ll i t• Data Collection. Subject Si does the following steps:
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The Protocol
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The Protocol
G h R t ti• Graph Reconstruction
– To reconstruct the graph the authorities create a set T and 

initialize to the empty set. They then do the following:initialize to the empty set. They then do the following:
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The Protocol
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Security Properties
Th b f d th t bj t t i hidd f• The number of edges that a subject reports is hidden from 
an adversary.

• Subjects do not learn their own nym or other• Subjects do not learn their own nym or other 
participants’ nyms as part of the setup process.

• A subject can report only edges from itself to other• A subject can report only edges from itself to other 
subjects

• Multi-edges are disallowedMulti edges are disallowed.
• Does not require any form of consent to report an edge to 

an subject.an subject.
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Deal with multi-edges
S t ( diff )• Setup. (no difference)

• Data Collection.
I dditi t th i l b itt d i f ti t f– In addition to the previously submitted information, n sets of 
m+1 encrypted values are submitted. Subject Si constructs its jth 

set of values as follows:
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Deal with multi-edges
G h R t ti• Graph Reconstruction
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Deal with multi-edges
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Consent
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Consent
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Consent
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Consent
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Consent
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Consent
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Consent
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Conclusion
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Forensic Genomics: Kin Privacy Driftnets andForensic Genomics: Kin Privacy, Driftnets and 
Other Open Questions
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Motivation
N d ti l i f h l i• Nowadays, genetic analysis of human samples is 
commonplace, both in forensics and in medicine.

• With the advancement of technology we are seeing• With the advancement of technology, we are seeing 
switch from genetics to genomics.
– From a few thousand base pairs to 3 billion base pairs (theFrom a few thousand base pairs to 3 billion base pairs (the 

entire genome of a person)

• Nobel prize winner James Watson has his genome p g
recorded on two DVDs. The sequencing effort took only 
two months and just under one million dollars.

• With the easy access to human genomes, a lot of privacy 
concerns emerge.
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Things that might one day happen
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Things that might happen one day
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Things that might happen one day
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